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M 53

Frontal view

DESCRIPTION

The intermittent motion machine model M53 (available in either single or double pitch versions) represents great 
innovation in pharmaceutical packaging machine design.
MAR’s latest machine model offers the capability to handle glass and plastic bottles and vials; dropper of different styles, 
rubber stoppers, etc.; as well as closures, which include different types of screw-cap, aluminium crimp applications, spray 
pumps, screw-caps, etc.
Bottle (or vial) transport is carried out by mean of a “comb” system that moves the bottles through the machine without the 
use of a belt or starwheels to eliminate particulate generation.
All operations are performed in-line. 
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Ca� a��lication view Lateral view

The M53 machine dimensions have been reduced to an abosolute minimum making it particularly suitable for installation 
in small rooms.
Moreover, the compact design allows easy access to the working desk from all sides of the machine.
The base machine can be completed with automatic plastic bottle feeding and unscrambling systems and � or infeed 
tables for glass containers. �oading hoppers for the continuous supply of caps, stoppers, dropper tips, etc., into the 
vibratory bowl feeders are also offered as options to allow long production run times.

The M53 can be e�uipped to include a check-weighing system for ����  of the processed bottles.
All ad�ustments are placed within the front part of the machine to allow for simple bottle si�e changeovers and machine 
operations.
�perating speed range from �� up to ��� pieces�minute or �,��� to �,��� pieces�hour.
Machine main feature is the e�treme easiness and �uickness in change-over operations.
�eramic syringes and ������� ceramic syringes can also be supplied. 
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